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Things to Consider….
US livestock and meat trade data reported June pork
exports at 498,933 thousand pounds, a drop of 12.5
million pounds or -2.4% from last reported. This brings
total US pork exports 44.6 million pounds over year ago
levels or 9.8% over June 2018. Typically export levels do
fall from May into June, however the latest report did
not reflect as strong of a drop, in comparison to other
historical years for this time and for that reason current
export levels are considered significantly stronger than
other years for this time.
Declines were reported in most major destinations
for US pork with volume to South Korea down the most
on the report, falling 21.6 million pounds for June. US
pork to Japan also declined, down 13.3 million, as did
volume to Colombia which fell 10.7 million pounds and
Australia notably declined 6.1 million pounds.
After two consecutive trade data reports stating
that Mexico imported reduced amounts of US pork, the
country reported a significant rise for June with volume
up 25.1 million pounds. US pork exports to China*
(mainland, Hong Kong and Taiwan) increased 13.8
million pounds, with the mainland accounting for the
vast majority of that figure. Chile increased their imports
of US pork by 5.5 million pounds for June, reaching a
new record high volume that surpassed the previous
high reached in July last year. The Philippines increased
imports of US by 2.4 million pounds in June however
remains considerably below other historical years for
this time.
Pork production was higher overall for the weeks of
June, averaging 516.0 million pounds or 22.5 million
pounds higher per week from the weeks of May. Exports
as a percent of monthly production increased 3.4% to
24.2%, bringing the figure 0.4% over last year.
After trading firm to start the week, futures took a turn
to the downside dropping to a 1-year low in 4th quarter
contracts. Limited hedging opportunities are currently
present in the market and producers should look for
improved pricing in the months ahead be adding to
existing positions.

Weekly Hog Price Recap
Regional and national cash hog values varied throughout
the week however declines more than outweighed
strength reported Tuesday and Thursday. Packer cash bid
volume was generally considered moderate with volume
reported higher mid-week. CME cash declined daily but
at more moderate daily levels than the variance reported
in regional and national cash pricing. Wholesale pork
values were overall weaker excluding bellies, which
weighed pork cutout $0.32/cwt lower than last week.
Canadian hog markets were $6-$10 per hog lower than a week earlier. The OlyW 17 declined the most on
the week and was followed closely by values out of ML Sig 5 and Ontario which were each down
$8.50/hog. Values out of Quebec fell $7.50/hog, while the OlyW 19 & Hylife prices were down closer to
$6/hog. In the US, JM values were down more than $5.50/hog while JM values dropped near $15/hog.

Weekly Hog Margins
Hog margins faced another week of pressure on falling cash hog markets however were helped modestly
by a reduction in feed costs. Farrow-to-finish feed costs on either side of the border were $0.80-$0.90
per hog under week ago levels.
Margins were weakest out of the OlyW 17, down $9.50/hog from a week earlier, while those out of
Ontario and the ML Sig 5 were near $8/hog lower. Quebec margins fell $7/hog while those out of the
OlyW 19, Hylife and ML Sig 4 were each down near $6/hog. In the US, JM calculated margins which were
down $5 per hog while Tyson hog margins dropped $14/hog.

US Regional Margins –

Tyson $ 30.59 USD X 1.3278 = $ 40.62 in Canadian Dollars
Morrell $ 25.73 USD X 1.3278 = $ 34.16 in Canadian Dollars
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